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a b s t r a c t 

An analytical solution for the effect of particle size on the current density and near-surface ion distribu- 

tion around spherical nanoparticles is presented in this work. With the long-term aim to support pre- 

dictions on corrosion reactions in the human body, the spherical diffusion equation was solved for a set 

of differential equations and algebraic relations for pure unbuffered and carbonate buffered solutions. It 

was shown that current densities increase significantly with a decrease in particle size, suggesting this 

will lead to an increased dissolution rate. Near-surface ion distributions show the formation of a steep 

pH-gradient near the nanoparticle surface ( < 6 μm) which is further enhanced in the presence of a car- 

bonate buffer ( < 2 μm). Results suggest that nanoparticles in pure electrolytes not only dissolve faster 

than bigger particles but that local pH-gradients may influence interactions with the biological environ- 

ment, which should be considered in future studies. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Nanoparticles (i.e. particles in the nanometre size range) have 

ained an immense interest during the past decades. The high 

urface-to-volume ratio of these particles has led to applications 

n the area of heterogeneous catalysis [1] , especially for electro- 

hemical reactions involving the oxygen reduction/evolution reac- 

ion (ORR/OER) and CO 2 reduction [2–4] , to enhance mechanical 

roperties of alloys [5,6] and for biomedical applications [7] such 

s nanosheets and nanozymes for catalytic use [8,9] . Due to their 

mall size, nanoparticles can easily be absorbed by the human 

ody and engulfed by cells (endocytosis) through a variety of ex- 

osure routes, such as inhalation, ingestion, injection, and dermal 

xposure [10–13] . This uptake mechanism can be used to deliver 

rugs and for different biomedical applications, including the di- 
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gnosis and treatment of different diseases [14–17] . The relatively 

igh uptake and surface reactivity of nanoparticles, as compared 

o microparticles [18,19] can, however, cause adverse health effects 

20] . This is best demonstrated by the fact that air pollution with 

ne particulate matter ( < 2.5 μm), primarily caused by combustion 

rocesses, is one of the leading threats to global public health [21] . 

ncreasing dissolution with decreasing size (from 50 to 5 nm) has 

lso been demonstrated for relatively inert gold nanoparticles in 

pecific environments [22,23] . Different physicochemical properties 

f the particles are important for toxic outcomes and pharmacoki- 

etic behaviour and fate, including size, size distribution, aggre- 

ation, shape, surface charge, solubility, crystallinity, and surface 

roups including protein/polymer corona [24,25] . Apart from these 

actors influencing the toxicity and biocompatibility of such par- 

icles, local pH-shifts, caused by chemical reactions, will severely 

ffect the local environment around these particles, which has im- 

lications on the dissolution rate and electrocatalytic activity. In a 

revious study [26] , it was shown that small currents can lead to 

ignificant shifts of the pH-value near a planar electrode surface. 

ue to the high kinetic rates of the hydrogen oxidation reaction 
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Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the relative sizes in the general modelling concept 

for the ion distribution near the solid-liquid interface. The mechanisms of the main 

transport phenomena - diffusion, migration and convection are highlighted. The dif- 

ference of the electrochemical potential, termed surface potential in this study, be- 

tween the particle surface (solid line) and the end of the diffusion zone (dotted 

line) leads to a gradient of the H 

+ distribution (dashed line) across the diffusion 

zone surrounding the nanoparticle. Please note the different scaling of the x -axis. 
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Table 1 

Pre-factors and diffusion coefficients used for the calculations. 

species pre-factor D at 25 ◦C ( m 

2 s −1 ) Literature 

H 

+ + 1 9.31 × 10 −9 [29] 

OH 

− −1 5.27 × 10 −9 [29] 

H 2 CO 3 + 2 2.04 × 10 −9 [30] 

HCO −3 0 1.10 × 10 −9 [30] 

CO 2 −3 −2 0.80 × 10 −9 [30] 
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HOR) and the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), the equilibrium 

etween H 

+ , H 2 and OH 

− at the solid-liquid interface is impor- 

ant, but still often misinterpreted, or its contribution to the over- 

ll current signal is ignored. This is because electrolytes often have 

 very low concentration of dissolved H 2 which quickly leads to 

iffusion limitation of the anodic current signal (HOR, acidic sur- 

ace pH). The majority of nanotoxicity-related research focuses on 

ody fluids, which contain a rather complex mix of amino acids, 

alts and other substances. Due to the complex composition and 

he lack of thermodynamic data, it is hard to model the system 

n its full complexity. Hence, this work reports on a simplified ap- 

roach to simulate the local pH-distribution from an analytic func- 

ion of surface potential and particle size in unbuffered and car- 

onate buffered solution, providing useful insights to understand 

 ) the pH-shifts in close proximity to the nanoparticle surface and 

 ) size effects of the nanoparticles on the near-surface ion distri- 

ution. Because analytical solutions compute much faster than nu- 

erical simulations, they are more useful for parametric studies of 

uch electrolyte systems. 

. Fundamental concept 

The local concentration of a chemical species i can change by 

ransport effects such as diffusion, migration, convection or by in- 

olvement in a chemical reaction that consumes or produces this 

pecies. In aqueous solutions, the reactions between ions such as 

 

+ and OH 

− are extremely fast, much faster than ion transport 

ia diffusion, migration and convection [27] . Therefore, the con- 

entration of OH 

− can be expressed by the concentration of H 

+ 

nd the equilibrium coefficient of the reaction between both ions. 

his means that the chemical reaction between ionic species can 

e assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, and the 

eneral modelling approach contains the relationships for element 

ransport and the algebraic relations between chemical species via 

hermodynamic equilibrium considerations [26] . The influence of 

ransport phenomena such as diffusion, migration and convection 

n the ion distribution is shown in Fig. 1 . 

.1. Model development 

A general solution for the time-dependent problem mentioned 

bove cannot be derived and hence reasonable simplifications to 

he general case need to be made. Some of these simplifications 

ave already been discussed for flat electrode surfaces [26] and 

re briefly described in Appendix A . We assume that the shape 
2 
f the nanoparticles is spherical, which allows a transformation of 

he relevant equations into spherical coordinates. Due to the high 

ymmetry of a sphere, only the radial terms need to be considered 

or Eq. (1) . Whilst this may lead to deviations for experiments on 

artially covered or embedded particles, reasonable comparison of 

btained results with free (radial) ion transport can still be drawn. 

anoparticles with an ellipsoid shape do not have a simple ana- 

ytical expression for their surface and the transformation of the 

ain transport equation into an ellipsoidal coordinate system does 

ot lead to an explicit analytical solution either [28] . However, the 

on distributions along the three main axes can still be approxi- 

ated by individual numerical simulations. Alternatively, the an- 

lytical solutions for the three curvatures of the ellipsoid can be 

alculated via Eq. (1) , before these are averaged to provide an ap- 

roximation of the macroscopic behaviour in experiments with an 

lectrode with (spherical) nanoparticles. 

∂c i 
∂t 

= 

1 

r 2 
di v 

(
r 2 D i ∇c i + r 2 

D i z i e 0 
k B T 

c i ∇φ
)

(1) 

c i .......concentration of species i in mol m 

−3 

t .......time in s 

D i .......diffusion coefficient of species i in m 

2 s −1 

z i .......charge of species i 

φ.......(electrochemical) surface potential vs. standard hydrogen 

lectrode (SHE) in V 

T .......absolute temperature in K 

k B .......Boltzmann constant ( k B = 1.380 × 10 −23 J K 

−1 ) 

e 0 .......elementary charge ( e 0 = 1.602 × 10 −19 A s) 

r .......radius (distance from particle) in m 

All calculations in this work are based on a diffusion layer 

hickness that would form in a rotated disk electrode setup at a 

otation rate of 2500 rounds per minute (rpm) and a kinematic 

iscosity of 0.9 × 10 −7 m 

2 s −1 , which is the value for pure water 

t 25 ◦C [29] . The diffusion coefficients are listed in Table 1 . 

Given that reaction rates of the HOR/HER on most metallic sur- 

aces are extremely high [1] and reactions between ions are fast 

27] , the system can be considered to be in local thermodynamic 

quilibrium at any time. Thus, the pH at the particle surface corre- 

ponds to the surface potential of H 

+ / H 2 via the Nernst equation. 

 = E 0 H + / H 2 + 

RT 

2 F 
ln 

(
a 2 H + 

a H 2 

)
= −59 mV pH − 28 . 5 mV lo g 10 ( p H 2 ) (2) 

 .......(electrochemical) surface potential at the particle surface in V 

s. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) 

a i .......activity of species i (hydrogen, protons) 

pH .......pH-value at the particle surface 

R .......universal gas constant ( R = 8.3144 J mol −1 K 

−1 ) 

F .......Faraday constant ( F = 96485 A s mol −1 ) 

p H 2 .......partial pressure of H 2 

.2. Analytical solution for the steady state 

Due to the fast transport and kinetics of the solution reactions 

uch as the water equilibrium and the (de-)protonation of carbonic 

cid [27,29] , the cyclic voltammograms and the local ion concen- 

rations, including the pH-value, reach a steady state after a few 
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icroseconds. Consequently, the time derivative ∂ c i /∂ t in the sim- 

lations can be set to zero. After setting the migration term to zero 

or electrolytes with high ionic strength (see Appendix A ) and in- 

egrating Eq. (1) with respect to the axis perpendicular to the par- 

icle surface, one obtains Fick ′ s first law of diffusion in spherical 

oordinates. Finally, after multiplying the diffusive flux j with the 

araday constant F and integration, the current density can be cal- 

ulated as follows: 

 

∗ − j 

r 
= −F 

∑ 

i 

( n i − m i ) D i c i (3) 

here j is the current density in A m 

−2 , r is the radial distance

rom the particle surface in m, k ∗ is the integration constant, n i is 

he pre-factor for proton capture and m i is the pre-factor for pro- 

on supply. A list of pre-factors for all relevant species in this study 

an be found in Table 1 . Inserting the boundary conditions for the 

oncentration of H 

+ at the particle surface ( r = r 0 ) and the outer

oundary of the diffusion layer at ( r = r 0 + δeff), respectively, de-

ermines the current density j for a given surface pH-value. The 

olution of this polynomial function provides the local distribution 

f the representative species across the diffusion zone. The distri- 

ution of the other participating species can then be derived from 

heir thermochemical equilibrium conditions, which will be dis- 

ussed in Section 3 . Since the local distribution of all species in- 

olved is connected by the local pH-value, it is reasonable to select 

 

+ as the representative species throughout this study. 

.3. Numerical solution for diffusion limitation 

The limited supply of hydrogen and oxygen via diffusion to 

he surface is considered in the calculations for surface potentials 

bove 0 V SHE to compare with typical experimental conditions. De- 

letion of dissolved hydrogen near the electrode surface becomes 

ignificant at potentials above −100 mV SHE . Therefore, the flux of 

ydrogen, required to sustain the local pH-value, is calculated from 

 mass and charge balance for all hydrogen transporting species 

 H 

+ , OH 

−, H 2 CO 3 , HCO 

−
3 , CO 

2 −
3 and H 2 ), which leads to Eq. (4) .

ince experiments were performed without a controlled hydrogen 

artial pressure in the atmosphere, we assumed p 0 = 1 mbar H 2 to 

e in equilibrium for the calculations. Considering this, one obtains 

he hydrogen partial pressure at the electrode surface, according to 

q. (4) . This value is then added to the Nernst equation ( Eq. (2) ) to

erive the corresponding surface potential. 

p H 2 = p 0 + 

1 

6 D H 2 H H 2 

[
D H + 

(
c surface 

H + − c solution 
H + 

)
− D OH − K W 

(
1 

c surface 
H + 

− 1 

c solution 
H + 

)

+ 4 D H 2 CO 3 

(
c surface 

H 2 CO 3 
− c solution 

H 2 CO 3 

)
+ D HCO −3 

(
c surface 

HCO −3 
− c solution 

HCO −3 

)
− 2 D CO 2 −3 

(
c surface 

CO 2 −3 

− c solution 

CO 2 −3 

)]

here H H 2 
is the Henry constant for the solubility of hydrogen at 

5 ◦C. 

The oxygen diffusion limitation can be observed at potentials 

ore negative than −600 mV SHE and has been considered by re- 

tricting the negative current densities in the simulations to typ- 

cal values, reported in literature ( j = 0.014 mA mm 

−2 , [31] ). A

mall parallel ohmic resistance was included in the calculations to 

ompensate for the tilt in experimental RDE results, described in 

ppendix B . 

. Results and discussion 

The obtained modelling approach has already been verified for 

he case of planar surfaces in unbuffered solutions as well as ac- 

tate, borate and phosphate buffered solutions at potentials below 

he diffusion limitation in previous works [26] . Therefore, this sec- 

ion focuses on the effect of the particle size, which influences the 
3 
urvature of the surface. For an infinite particle radius ( r 0 → ∞ ),

he surface is mathematically flat and hence results converge to 

he values for flat electrodes. By solving the general mathematical 

elationship for a given diffusion zone thickness in both unbuffered 

nd carbonate buffered solutions, one obtains results in the form of 

 cyclic voltammogram. By solving the corresponding polynomial 

or the distance ( Eq. (3) ), the local ion distribution and changes 

f the pH-value will be shown. Results are representative for sin- 

le nanoparticles. It should be noted that agglomerations and/or a 

igh density of nanoparticles might lead to an overlap of the dif- 

usion profiles. This will in turn lead to a change of the macro- 

copic effect, as described in more detail in numerical simulations 

n [32,33] . 

.1. Unbuffered solution 

For the case of an unbuffered solution, only H 

+ and OH 

− con- 

ribute to the current transport. Following the principles outlined 

n Section 2.2 . and substituting the concentration of OH 

− by the 

hermodynamic equilibrium with H 

+ ( Eq. (5) ), one obtains Eq. (6) , 

xpressing the relationship for the total current density as a func- 

ion of surface pH-value. The local pH-distribution can then be de- 

ived from the solutions of the corresponding polynomial equation, 

eading to the analytical expression shown in Eq. (7) . 

 W 

= c H + c OH − = 10 

−14 mo l 2 L −2 (5) 

j H + / OH − = 

1 
1 
r 0 

− 1 
δeff+ r 0 

[
D H + 

(
c surface 

H + − c solution 
H + 

)
− D OH − K W 

(
1 

c surface 
H + 

− 1 

c solution 
H + 

)]
(6) 

 H + ( r ) = − k ∗ − j 
r 

2 F D H + 
±

√ (
k ∗ − j 

r 

)2 

4 F 2 D 

2 
H + 

− D OH −

D H + K W 

(7) 

Figure 2 shows the calculated cyclic voltammograms for differ- 

nt particle sizes at a given solution pH-value of 7. A second x - 

xis at the top of the figure shows the surface pH-value, derived 

rom the corresponding surface potential ( Eq. (2) ). A closer look at 

q. (6) reveals that the calculated current density j depends on the 

article radius r 0 . Considering that the diffusion equation is solved 

or one nanoparticle, it stands to reason that larger particles ex- 

ibit a larger current signal. Thus, in order to compare different 

izes of nanoparticles with each other, the current signal has to be 

ormalized. It is often a matter of controversy and ease of mea- 

urement whether this normalization should be respective to the 

otal mass of the particle or respective to the surface area. In or- 

er to circumvent this discussion and because both versions are 

asily accessible from modelling, it was decided to plot both nor- 

alized currents in Fig. 2 . This furthermore allows the reader to 

ompare between surface-specific and mass-specific current den- 

ities. It should be noted that due to the small mass and surface 

rea of these nanoparticles, the corresponding normalized current 

ensities appear to be very high. In an experiment, where nanopar- 

icles would be embedded in, or attached to, a conductive matrix, 

he exposed nanoparticle surface area is small. Hence experimen- 

ally observed current densities would in fact be much lower and 

elow the diffusion limiting current in an environment saturated 

ith 1 bar H 2 at 25 ◦C [1,34] . 

According to the CV curves in Fig. 2 a, the current density fea- 

ures a plateau region at neutral surface pH, independent of parti- 

le size. This plateau does not correspond to a kinetic hindrance of 

he reaction, but rather to a significant change of the surface pH. In 

ear-neutral solution (pH 6-8), the concentrations of H 

+ and OH 

−

re very small and hence only a minimal current is required to 

ignificantly alter the pH-value near the particle surface. However, 

hereas the plateau is limited to a potential range of −500 mV 
SHE 
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Fig. 2. Calculated cyclic voltammograms for a range of different nanoparticle sizes (1 nm, 10 nm, 100 nm, 10 0 0 nm) in unbuffered aqueous solutions of pH 7. The current 

densities in the graphs are normalized to the particle surface area (left) and particle mass (right), respectively. The black line in the left figure represents the current density 

for a planar surface, meaning an infinitely large particle radius ( r o → ∞ ). 

Fig. 3. Contour plots for the radial pH-distribution across the diffusion zone in unbuffered solution with pH 7. Impact of particle diameter at a surface pH-value of 1.5 

(similar to gastric liquid, left) and impact of surface pH-value for a 10 nm sized nanoparticle (right). 
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o −400 mV SHE for a particle diameter of 1 nm, it significantly 

xtends for larger particles up to a range from −650 mV SHE to 

200 mV SHE ( ≈pH 11-3) for a particle diameter of 1000 nm. This 

bservation indicates that smaller particles feature steeper concen- 

ration gradients across the diffusion zone, leading to higher cur- 

ent density values. Larger particles on the other hand, character- 

zed by a decreasing curvature of the surface, feature smoother 

oncentration gradients and behave increasingly similar to planar 

urfaces as indicated by the black dashed curve in Fig. 2 a. Whereas 

he particle surface area scales with r 2 , normalization to the parti- 

le weight leads to an even higher scaling factor ( r 3 ). Consequently, 

ig. 2 b shows a significantly larger impact of particle size on the 

alculated current density. For a complementary discussion regard- 

ng the influence of the solution pH-value and other parameters 

uch as electrode rotation rate on the current signal, the reader 

s referred to previous investigations [26] . The local pH-value dis- 

ribution near the particle surface can be calculated using Eq. (7) . 

esults for a range of nanoparticle sizes from 1 nm up to 10 0 0 nm

ith surface pH 1.5 (similar to gastric fluid, -87 mV SHE ) and in 

eutral solution (pH 7, -406 mV SHE ) are shown in Fig. 3 a. Figure 

 b illustrates the change of pH-value for a constant nanoparticle 

ize under varying surface pH-values / surface potential. In ac- 
4 
ordance with the set boundary conditions, the local pH outside 

he diffusion zone ( x � δeff) is only dependent on the bulk solu- 

ion pH-value. By contrast, the pH-distribution inside the diffusion 

ayer is governed both by solution and surface pH-values as well 

s the particle diameter. According to Fig. 3 a, the pH-gradient gets 

ncreasingly steeper with smaller particle diameter and shifts to- 

ards the particle surface. Very small particles ( < 10 nm) feature a 

teep pH-gradient up to approximately 9 μm distance from their 

urface. Whilst this diffusion layer thickness is almost 10 0 0 times 

arger than the size of these particles themselves, these steep gra- 

ients lead to the high current densities shown in Fig. 2 . The cho-

en surface pH of 1.5 defines a most extreme acidic environment 

nside this small volume around the particles, as it can be found 

n gastric liquid [35,36] , caused by inflammatory conditions and 

acrophages [37] , or strongly oxidizing conditions such as Fenton 

eactants, hydrogen peroxide or hypochlorous acid [37,38] . How- 

ver, the outer layer of the diffusion zone is characterized by mod- 

rate pH-value changes. Larger particles ( > 100 nm) on the other 

and, exhibit a smoother pH-distribution across the entire diffu- 

ion zone, thus leading to systematically lower specific current 

ensities than smaller particles. The contour plot in Fig. 3 b exem- 

lifies the impact of a variation of the surface pH value in neutral 
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Fig. 4. Ion distribution of H 

+ (red lines) across the diffusion zone for 10 nm, 100 nm and 10 0 0 nm sizes nanoparticles. The OH 

− concentration (blue line) is shown for a 

nanoparticle diameter d 0 of 10 nm for comparison. a) solution pH 7, surface pH 1.5 (similar to gastric fluid); b) solution pH 8.8 (similar to bile and pancreatic fluid), surface 

pH 5.5 (normal skin pH). 
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olution. As a consequence of the pH 7 solution, the contour lines 

re symmetrical around this pH-value. For moderate surface pH 

alues (pH 5-9), only minimal deviations between diffusion zone 

nd bulk solution can be observed. Changes are mostly limited to 

he direct vicinity of the particle surface and are indistinguishable 

n the linear distance scale. Larger differences occur, however, if 

ighly acidic or alkaline surface pH-values are chosen. Whilst for 

articles of 10 nm in size, these regions with extreme pH-values 

re limited to a comparably small fraction of the diffusion zone, 

hey can grow significantly in size for even smaller particles. 

Figure 4 shows the ion distribution of H 

+ and OH 

− at any point 

n the diffusion zone for various particle sizes as a function of solu- 

ion pH-value. Due to the low surface pH-value, the current signal 

n the diffusion zone corresponds mainly to hydronium diffusion 

s shown in Fig. 4 a, which changes if the bulk solution becomes 

lkaline (see Fig. 4 b). In this case, the contribution of OH 

− dom- 

nates the overall current signal, with the exception of the acidic 

article surface, where the concentration of H 

+ rises accordingly. 

s mentioned previously, increasing the particle size results in a 

atter and overall smoother concentration gradient across the dif- 

usion zone. Whereas the H 

+ -distribution of 10 0 0 nm particles ex- 

end far into the diffusion zone, a 10 nm particle features a very 

teep H 

+ -gradient directly at the particle surface. The steepness of 

he concentration gradient also depends on the pH-value differ- 

nce between the solution and the nanoparticle surface. A compar- 

son between Fig. 4 a (bulk pH 7) and Fig. 4 b (bulk pH 8.8) reveals

hat alkaline solutions results in steeper concentration gradients 

nd may therefore lead to higher currents if the ionic concentra- 

ions are similar. 

.2. Carbonate buffer system 

The carbonate-bicarbonate buffer equilibrium is critical for 

aintaining a near neutral pH-value ( ≈pH 7.4) in our blood stream 

39,40] . The concentration of the three involved buffer species 

 2 CO 3 , HCO 

−
3 and CO 

2 −
3 are related to the proton concentration ac- 

ording to the following equilibria: 

 2 CO 3 � HCO 

−
3 + H 

+ � CO 

2 −
3 + 2H 

+ (8) 

Carbonic acid is able to provide 2 H 

+ , whereas the carbonate 

nion is able to capture 2 protons. The net contribution of bicar- 

onate to the reaction is zero, since HCO 

−
3 may function as donor 

r acceptor of one proton. Therefore, the corresponding pre-factors 

n Eq. (A.2) and Table 1 are +2 for carbonic acid, 0 for the bicarbon-
5 
te anion and -2 for the carbonate anion. Therefore, the calculation 

f the current density for the carbonate buffered system is slightly 

ore complex, since two additional terms for the (de-)protonation 

eactions, as shown in Eqs. (9) & (10) , have to be considered 

 a 1 = 

c H + c HCO −3 

c H 2 CO 3 

= 10 

−6 . 35 mol L −1 (9) 

 a 2 = 

c H + c CO 2 −3 

c HCO −3 

= 10 

−10 . 33 mol L −1 (10) 

Furthermore, the concentration of the buffer species can be 

ubstituted by one constant value ( c 0 
buffer 

), equalling the total buffer 

oncentration in Eq. (11) 

 

0 
buffer = c H 2 CO 3 + c HCO −3 

+ c CO 2 −3 
(11) 

Inserting these relationships into the general form for the cur- 

ent density in Eq. (3) , one obtains Eq. (12) . Similar to the un-

uffered case, the solution of the polynomial for the distance gives 

he local pH-values across the diffusion zone, shown in Eq. (13) . 

ue to the high degree of the polynomial, an analytical form for 

hese solutions cannot be given and instead this equation was 

olved algebraically as described in [26] . 

j = j H + / OH − + 

c 0 
buffer 

F 
1 
r 0 

− 1 
r 0 + δeff

( 

2 D H 2 CO 3 c 
2 
r, H + − 2 D CO 2 −3 

K a 1 K a 2 

c 2 
r, H + + K a 1 c r, H + + K a 1 K a 2 

) 

(12) 

 H + c 
4 
H + + 

(
D H + K a 1 + 2 D H 2 CO 3 c 

0 
buffer 

+ k ∗− j/r 
F 

)
c 3 H + + 

(
k ∗− j/r 

F 
K a 1 + D H + K a 1 K a 2 − D OH − K W 

)
c 2 H + 

+ 
(

k ∗− j/r 
F 

K a 1 K a 2 − D OH − K a 1 K W − 2 D 
CO 2 −3 

c 0 
buffer 

K a 1 K a 2 

)
c H + − D OH − K a 1 K a 2 K W = 0 

(13) 

It should be noted that the analytical expression for the cur- 

ent density in Eq. (12) can be expressed by the contributions 

f H 

+ and OH 

−. It is hence corresponding to the current den- 

ity in an unbuffered solution j H + / OH − and an additional term for 

he buffer species. Figure 5 shows the calculated cyclic voltamme- 

ry curves for the surface-area-specific current densities of 10 nm 

ized nanoparticles in the presence of different concentrations of 

arbonate buffer at a solution pH of 7.4, which is similar to the 

H-value in human blood. Independent of the buffer concentration, 

he current is zero when the surface pH-value equals the pH-value 

f the solution. In this case, all concentration gradients across the 

iffusion zone are zero, consequently no diffusive flux occurs. In 

ontrast to the unbuffered solution (red curve), the curves of the 

uffered solutions exhibit a split of the characteristic plateau do- 

ain across the pK -values of the carbonate buffered system. In 
a 
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Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammograms of nanoparticles in unbuffered and carbonate buffered systems at pH 7.4, similar to human blood. All current densities have been normalized 

to the particle surface area. a) impact of buffer concentration (unbuffered solution, 0.5 mM, 1 mM, 5 mM and 10 mM carbonate buffer) for a 10 nm sized nanoparticle; b) 

impact of particle diameter (1 nm, 10 nm, 100 nm and 10 0 0 nm) on current signal in 5 mM carbonate buffered solution. 
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eneral, the additional buffer species cause an increase of the cur- 

ent signal, related to the surface pH-value and the buffer concen- 

ration, leading to the formation of these steps in the CV-curves. 

ince bicarbonate is neutral with regard to its capacity as a proton 

arrier, the smallest effects are observed in the neutral pH-domain, 

n between the two pK a -values (6.35, 10.33) of the carbonate sys- 

em. For moderately acidic surfaces (pH 4-6), the contribution of 

 2 CO 3 dominates the diffusive flux, most readily observed by the 

ignificant deviations of the curves in this pH-range. The contribu- 

ion of the buffer species scales linearly with the total buffer con- 

entration, which can also be concluded from Eq. (12) . At extreme 

urface pH-values, the concentration of H 

+ or OH 

−, respectively, 

xceeds the comparably small amount of bicarbonate buffer by far, 

ence the current signal is dominated by the contribution of the 

nbuffered solution ( j H + / OH − ). Figure 5 b compares the current sig- 

al for various particle diameters at a set buffer concentration of 

 mM. When comparing the different curves, it is obvious that the 

alculated current density increases with decreasing particle diam- 

ter. This is conceivable, considering that the additional term for 

he carbonate species in Eq. (12) is subject to the same particle- 

ize dependent pre-factor as the term for the unbuffered solution. 

s a consequence, the actual impact of the addition of 5 mM car- 

onate buffer on the calculated current density is specific to the 

article size. Thus, according to Fig. 5 b, the general statement re- 

arding the particle size effect in unbuffered solutions still holds 

rue for carbonate buffered solutions. 

Similar to the unbuffered solution, the local proton concentra- 

ion across the diffusion zone for carbonate buffered solutions can 

e obtained by solving the polynomial in Eq. (13) . The contour 

lots in Fig. 6 illustrate the local pH-distribution at every point 

n the diffusion zone. Similar to the contour plots for the local 

H-value in unbuffered media, Fig. 6 a exemplifies the impact of 

arying the particle diameter for a solution of pH 7.4 and a parti- 

le surface pH 1.5, whereas Fig. 6 b depicts the pH-distribution for 

 constant particle diameter of 10 nm as a function of the sur- 

ace pH-value. Compared to the unbuffered solution, the addition 

f only 1 mM carbonate buffer already shows a distinct impact on 

he pH-distribution across the diffusion layer, as the obvious role 

f a buffer is to keep the pH-value constant. In particular for small 

articles ( d 0 < 10 nm), the neutral pH-domain extends far into the 

iffusion layer up to 3 μm distance from the particle surface. For 

arger particles, the buffer effect is less pronounced, although still 

scertainable. Fig. 6 b offers a different point of view, focusing on 
6 
he variation of the surface pH-value. As opposed to the unbuffered 

olution, the bicarbonate buffer is able to neutralize both H 

+ as 

ell as OH 

− ions, stabilizing the neutral pH-domain across a wider 

ange of surface pH-values. The buffer capacity scales primarily 

ith the total concentration of buffer ions ( c 0 
buffer 

) in the solution, 

lthough the solution pH plays an important role as well. Due to 

ts pK a -values at 6.35 and 10.33, the carbonate system is ideal to 

uffer near neutral solutions. 

The ion distribution of H 

+ and OH 

− in unbuffered, as well 

s 1 mM and 10 mM carbonate buffered solutions, is shown in 

ig. 7 a. All curves were calculated by setting the particle diame- 

er to 10 nm and using a solution and surface pH-value of 7.4 and 

.5, respectively. Based on the H 

+ -distribution presented in Fig. 7 a, 

t can be concluded that carbonate buffered solutions feature an 

ncreasingly steeper H 

+ -gradient, scaling with the total buffer con- 

entration. In addition, the contribution of the buffer species to the 

urrent transport leads to a change of the concentration gradients 

cross the diffusion zone and is the primary cause for the increas- 

ng current densities of carbonate buffered solutions, observed in 

ig. 5 a. The ion distribution of the buffer species is depicted in 

ig. 7 b. Since the stability of the buffer species is governed by the 

ocal pH-value, carbonic acid is the dominant ion species near the 

cidic particle surface. Reflecting the increasing pH-value, the con- 

entration of H 2 CO 3 drops in the direction of the bulk solution, 

hereas the concentration of the bicarbonate ion increases. This 

ndicates that the proton transport near the acidic particle sur- 

ace is dominated by H 

+ , whereas the buffer species take over this 

ole at approximately 1.5 μm distance from the surface. Bearing 

n mind that bicarbonate is inert regarding its role as proton shut- 

le ( Table 1 ), the impact of the carbonate buffer in this case can

e primarily attributed to the contribution of carbonic acid. Due to 

he overall low concentration, the third buffer species CO 

2 −
3 plays 

nly a minor role in the investigated pH-range (1.5–7.4) but be- 

omes dominant in strongly alkaline media. Outside the diffusion 

one ( x >δeff), the solution pH is constant, hence, the concentra- 

ion of the buffer species remains constant as well. 

.3. Experimental verification for flat surfaces using a rotating disk 

lectrode 

Experimental measurements, using a glassy carbon rotating disk 

lectrode (i.e. flat surface r 0 → ∞ , setup described in Appendix B ),

howed an overall good agreement with simulations (see Fig. 8 ) 
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Fig. 6. Contour plots for the radial pH-distribution across the diffusion zone in 1 mM carbonate buffered solution with pH 7.4, similar to human blood. Impact of particle 

diameter at a surface pH-value of 1.5 (similar to gastric fluid, left) and impact of surface pH-value for a 10 nm sized nanoparticle (right). 

Fig. 7. Ion distributions across the diffusion zone of a nanoparticle with diameter d 0 = 10 nm in solution with pH 7.4 (similar to human blood) and pH 1.5 at the surface 

(similar to gastric fluid). Left: Concentration of H 

+ (red lines) for unbuffered solution, 1 mM and 10 mM carbonate buffered solutions. The OH 

− concentration (blue line) for 

the unbuffered solution is shown for comparison. Right: Local concentrations of buffer species H 2 CO 3 , HCO −3 and CO 2 −3 in 1 mM carbonate buffered solution. 

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental (green and cyan lines) and modelled (red lines) cyclic voltammetry curves of a rotating disk electrode setup at pH 7.4 and 22 ◦C 

with a 5 mM carbonate buffer in 5 g NaCl L −1 . The scan direction in the experiments is indicated by the arrows. The simulations in the left image include the Butler-Volmer 

kinetics of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and allow the hydrogen partial pressure at the surface to drop to zero. The right image excludes the current contribution for 

the OER and shows the influence of a lower limit for the hydrogen activity at the electrode surface on the calculated current signal for a 1 mM carbonate buffer. A small 

parallel ohmic resistance of 75 � was added to all simulated values to compensate for the tilt of experimental current densities. 

7 
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hen the simulations have been extended by diffusion limitation 

f the chemical species. In all measurements, a small hysteresis 

ould be observed (different currents for forward and backward 

cans). Plateau values for the current density near the pK a values 

f the buffer become visible. The depletion of hydrogen near the 

urface can be seen at potentials more positive than −100 mV SHE , 

hus changing the surface potential and forming a large plateau in 

he range between −100 mV SHE and 700 mV SHE . 

The experimental current densities show a steep increase near 

00 mV SHE , which is in theoretical agreement with the onset 

f the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) [41] because the calcu- 

ated surface pH-value remains at ≈7.4 between -400 mV SHE and 

300 mV SHE . However, the fitted exchange current density ( j 0 = 

4 mA mm 

−2 ) for this reaction would be higher than typical val- 

es reported in literature [42] . Whilst the onset potential does not 

atch the oxidation of carbon ( E 0 
C/ CO 2 

= 0.207 V, E 0 
C/CO 

= 0.518 V

43] ) it should also be noted that the transition of the current sig- 

al is not purely exponential, giving rise to the assumption that 

he hydrogen partial pressure at the surface may not drop to zero 

ut instead remains constant at approximately 10 −50 bar H 2 ( �G 

0 
r 

 200 kJ mol −1 at pH 7.4). Such small values are indicative for an 

quilibrium partial pressure when hydrogen and carbon are inter- 

cting via a weak chemical bond (compare �G 

0 
r = 335 kJ mol 

−1 
for 

he average value of a covalent C-H bond). This would indicate that 

he surface of the glassy carbon electrode may be (partially) termi- 

ated with hydrogen. Whilst an experimental proof of this hypoth- 

sis remains to be explored in detail, it should be noted that the 

bserved non-ideality can nevertheless be fitted by the shift of the 

arbonate buffer signal with the hydrogen partial pressure equilib- 

ium at the surface. 

.4. Importance of main findings 

Combining the results from previous sections, one can see that 

he current density increases for smaller nanoparticles as it is also 

xperimentally observed for gold [44] and silver [45] . This leads 

o steeper pH-gradients in close proximity to the nanoparticle sur- 

ace which in turn will increase the dissolution rate. A significant 

hange of pH-value may even alter the tertiary/quaternary struc- 

ure of large proteins and amino acids, hence affecting the binding 

etween biomolecules and nanoparticles. Simulations have shown 

hat the current transport across the diffusion zone is not always 

arried out by the same ions. Especially in the presence of a car- 

onate buffer, the buffer ions will dominate the ion transport un- 

er near-neutral pH-values. This has implications on the local sol- 

bility of metal ions and may lead to the formation of precipitates. 

f these precipitates form close to the surface, as one would expect 

or small nanoparticles, they might act as a barrier and hamper 

urther dissolution. For larger particles, precipitates will form at a 

arger distance from the surface and hence get washed away more 

asily. Dissolution of nanoparticles will change the particle radius 

ith time and hence lead to an increase of the local ion gradients 

nd current density. Whilst a transient behaviour was not mod- 

lled in this work, one can easily estimate from the relationship 

 ∝ δ2 
eff

/D that the timeframe for diffusion in close proximity to 

he nanoparticle surface has to be in the range of milliseconds. 

his appears to be faster than typical dissolution rates and the 

on distributions in equilibrium, shown in Figs. 3, 4, 6 and 7 can 

hus be considered as the ion distributions for a given nanopar- 

icle size in an experimental setup. The simulations in this study 

ocussed on the geometric effects of spherical nanoparticles on the 

ear-surface ion distribution which is influenced by nanoparticle 

ize. Elliptic shapes were not calculated since the complexity of 

he equations requires numerical simulations and does not allow 

or an explicit analytical solution [28] of the local ion distributions. 

ffects of agglomeration and inhomogeneous distributions will ad- 
8 
itionally alter the macroscopic effect, as it is also reported from 

umerical simulations in literature [32,33] . Thermodynamic prop- 

rties and their change with nanoparticle size, as described in [46] , 

ere not considered and it is expected that including these would 

urther increase the dissolution rate for smaller nanoparticles. 

. Conclusions 

An analytical solution for the calculation of cyclic voltammetry 

urves and local pH-values near the surface of spherical nanoparti- 

les in (un-)buffered solutions has been presented. Results are dis- 

ussed for the specific case of a carbonate buffer and agglomerate- 

ree nanoparticle suspensions. The spherical geometry leads to a 

hange of the local ion distributions, which become steeper for 

maller particles, thus resulting in higher current densities. For 

arge nanoparticles (up to 1 μm), the ion gradients are overall 

moother and increasingly similar to the results for planar sur- 

aces. Whilst the simulation results are calculated for a single 

anoparticle, the current density has been normalized, with re- 

pect to the nanoparticle surface and nanoparticle mass, in or- 

er to relate to quantities, which can be easier accessed experi- 

entally. The addition of a carbonate buffer extends the region of 

he near neutral pH-value, resulting in steeper ion gradients and 

igher current densities. Again, this effect is most pronounced for 

mall nanoparticles and would indicate a higher dissolution rate 

or smaller nanoparticles. It should, however, be noted that, de- 

ending on particle composition, the formation of carbonate pre- 

ipitates might occur which in turn will affect the dissolution rate. 

specially for biological applications, it should also be noted that 

ignificant changes of the pH-value near the surface will have an 

ffect on the protonation state of amino acids. Experimental re- 

ults for flat surfaces ( r 0 → ∞ ) using a rotating disk electrode set-

p and simulations including diffusion limitation of hydrogen and 

xygen are in good agreement despite the complexity of the elec- 

rolyte. The depletion of hydrogen near the surface leads to the 

ormation of an extended plateau area at surface potentials more 

ositive than −100 mV vs. standard hydrogen electrode. Whilst an 

ncrease of the current density above 800 mV SHE could be observed 

n the experiments due to the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), 

imulations were also able to replicate the current signal if the 

ower limit for the hydrogen partial pressure at the surface was 

ept constant at a value near 10 −50 bar H 2 . Whilst an experimen- 

al proof for this mathematical fit was not the aim of this study, it 

hould be noted that the derived binding energy may indicate an 

nteraction of remaining hydrogen and the carbon surface. 
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ppendix A. Simplification of the modelling approach 

An adequate treatment of transport by convection around 

anoparticles via the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation is very 

omplex. Assuming a laminar flow around a spherical particle, the 

hickness of the diffusion layer, formed around the sphere, will not 

e uniform. In fact, uniform flow patterns would only be obtained 

f the particle itself would be acting as source or as sink for the 

ow, which is physically impossible. Hence, different points near 

he particle surface experience different flow velocities, resulting in 

arying diffusion layer thicknesses. Considering this as well as the 

hear-dependence of viscosity makes the determination of a pre- 

ise flow pattern unreasonable. Hence, a simplified approach was 

hosen as a good average for the inhomogeneous flow around such 

articles where only the effects of diffusion and migration remain. 

igration , meaning the movement of ions due to a gradient of sur- 

ace potential (electric field), is very low in biological fluids, owing 

o the high concentration of salts [39,40] , which results in a high 

onic strength of the electrolyte. Therefore, the contribution of mi- 

ration to the overall movement of a species i should be negligible 

n the mathematical model [1,34] . For experimental verification of 

he model in previous studies, the migration term in Eq. (1) can 

e suppressed by increasing the total ionic strength of the solu- 

ion by adding an inert electrolyte such as NaCl or NaClO 4 . Con- 

idering all these conditions, only diffusion , the transport of ele- 

ents by a gradient of the concentration, will remain from the 

athematical terms in the general modelling approach. The diffu- 

ion layer thickness is dependent on the viscosity of the solution, 

he flow conditions, and the diffusion coefficient of the species. It 

as mentioned that a uniform flow pattern was chosen due to 

he high number of uncertainties in the non-Newtonian flow be- 

aviour. This leads to a modelled constant thickness of the dif- 

usion zone around spherical shaped nanoparticles. Therefore, the 

-dimensional spherical geometry can be simplified to the radial 

erm of the partial differential equation. From a modelling point of 

iew, the diffusion layer thickness is a scaling factor, and therefore 

reserves the unique shape of the current signal and the pH-value 

istribution in the diffusion zone. This still allows for general con- 

lusions to be drawn from this work. Furthermore, this approach 

nables the derivation of an analytical expression, as opposed to 

 series of numerical computations. Also, comparison of a similar 

odelling approaches for flat surfaces with experimental data ob- 

ained by a commonly used rotary disk electrode (RDE) setup has 

een reported [26] . Following this idea, the thickness of the dif- 

usion layer in this study can be approximated by the Koutecky- 

evich equation [34] ( Eq. (A.1) ): 

i = 1 . 6126 D 

1 
3 

i 
ν

1 
6 ω 

− 1 
2 (A.1) 

δi .......diffusion layer thickness in m 

D i .......diffusion coefficient in m 

2 s −1 

ν .......kinematic viscosity in m 

2 s −1 

ω.......rotation rate in s −1 

The addition of a buffer complicates the determination of a pre- 

ise value for the diffusion layer thickness [47,48] . However, previ- 
9 
us studies have shown that the effective diffusion layer thickness 

an still be approximated by the weighted average of the contribu- 

ions of the two fastest diffusing species H 

+ and OH 

− in the bulk 

olution [26] , as shown in Eq. (A.2) . 

eff = 

c H + δH + + c OH −δOH −

c H + + c OH −
(A.2) 

ppendix B. Experimental 

Standard sample preparation methods immobilise nanoparticles 

y drying a suspension of dispersed nanoparticles on the elec- 

rode surface or immersing the electrode in a nanoparticle sus- 

ension [49,50] . Because this leads to a rather weak adhesion, 

anoparticle-related electrochemical characterisation is therefore 

imited to stagnant solutions and the use of a rotating disk elec- 

rode with a defined diffusion layer thickness would cause the 

anoparticles to be washed away. Alternatively, other immobilisa- 

ion techniques such as a direct synthesis method, self-assembly 

f nanolithography lead to nanoparticles where the surface area 

ay be hard to be determined. Due to this, simulations have been 

ompared to a flat electrode surface. Results are still in agreement 

ith the presented model even for the limit of a very large particle 

adius ( r → ∞ ). In simple terms, a flat electrode surface can be ap-

roximated by a particle with very large or infinite radius. Cyclic 

oltammetry (CV) measurements in buffered solutions were col- 

ected using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) set to 2500 rpm and 

 Solartron Modulab PSTAT 1MS/s connected to a unified power 

ystem (APC smart-UPS C SMC1500C, Stronghold Services Corpo- 

ation, London, Canada) and isolated ground power, to minimize 

lectrical noise. A glassy carbon electrode was used as the work- 

ng electrode, a platinum (Pt) wire as the counter electrode, and 

 Ag/AgCl/saturated KCl electrode as the reference electrode. For 

ach measurement, the open circuit potential was measured for 

 min, and then, a potential was scanned from 1.5 V to −1.5 V 

s. this reference electrode or from −1.5 V to 1.5 V (two separate 

V runs for each buffer concentration) at a scan rate of 10 mV s −1 .

arying concentrations of 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mM carbonate buffer in 

 g L −1 sodium chloride were prepared using ultrapure water and 

odium bicarbonate. The buffered solutions were each adjusted to 

H 7.4 using 8 M NaOH and 5 % HCl. The measurements were run 

nder de-aerated conditions, by purging with nitrogen gas at room 

emperature (22 ◦C). Prior to, and in between each measurement 

n buffered solution, the glassy carbon electrode was cleaned by 

insing with ultrapure water, running a full cycle (in the scan di- 

ection of the prior measurement) in 1 M HNO 3 , and rinsing again 

ith ultrapure water. 
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